
Writing: Term 6 Week 3 – Animals 

Animation: ‘Monkey Symphony’ by ESMA 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning point: Dashes for parenthesis. 

A dash looks like this –   
Parenthesis means extra information. I could use a relative clause to add extra 
information to my sentence. For example:   
Angrily, the young chimp bashed the keys of the piano with his clenched fist. 
(This is my main sentence. I can then add a parenthesis. I’m going to add extra 
information about the young chimp. As it is in the middle of the sentence, I 
must use two dashes.)  
Angrily, the young chimp – who had just been scolded by his teacher- bashed 
the keys of the piano with his clenched fist.     
 

 

Writing task:  A first-person narrative from the point of view of the big gorilla. 

 

Description:  

Today, you are going to write a first person narrative from the perspective of 

the large gorilla. This will detail his thoughts and feelings about his friend 

finally plucking up the courage to perform on stage and how it made him feel 

to see his friend succeed.  

 

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/monkey-syphony.html


Checklist: 

 A formal, story writing tone with some informality 

 Parenthesis – we are focusing on trying to use double dashes (- -) to include 
additional information 

 Cohesive – this means it flows, each idea links well from one to the next and 
paragraphs discuss linked themes. 

 A range of sentence lengths and types – use your complex sentences here. 

 First person pronouns ‘I’, ‘me’ and ‘we’. 

 Story writing vocabulary. 

 Use writing techniques such as figurative language. 
(e.g. metaphors, similes, personification and hyperboles or exaggeration) 

 

Plan: 

This piece will be more about considering the gorilla’s link and relationship to 

the other chimps in the story. It should include details on how he knows the 

other ‘cleaner’ chimp and his reaction to the music in the story. 

 

You may want to plan your narrative by thinking about the following headings: 

- How did he meet the chimp? 

- What does he know about the chimp, before the piano-playing? 

- Why doesn’t the chimp feel as though he can play the piano? 

- Why doesn’t he play the piano himself? 

- What does he feel when he stands up to the teacher and watched his 

friend play in a duet? 

Then use a story mountain to think of each stage of your story. Here’s an 

example: 



 

 

Here is an example: 

 

(This is my model of the introduction and the beginning of paragraph 2) 

I have always admired Alfred’s passion and charisma. Since the day I met him, 

his enthusiasm for our simple occupation intrigued me. I would ask myself time 

and time again why a chimp might love a cleaning job of all professions. I soon 

discovered that there was a simple – yet harrowingly complex - reason for this: 

music.  

The grand hall of the theatre has acted as both a performance, and rehearsal 

space for many, many years. When I first joined the team, I was blown away by 

the majestic music and powerful theatrical performances that filled the stalls 

and enchanted audience after audience. Quickly, though, it dawned on me that 

the power of theatre would often require a power of cleaning after. Theatre-

goers devour many treats and my job quickly became a chore. For Alfred, 

however, it has always remained a treat.  

Day after day, hour after hour, I would watch Alfred dance around his mop in 

tune to the rehearsals echoing through the empty hall. That was, until today.  

 

 



Word bank:  

melodious  composed composer grand 
piano 

pianist harmonious 

echo skilful  piano musician energetic  theatrical 

empowering  emotional expressive lively talented prestigious  

occupation audience  outgoing  confront harrowing  theatrical  

 

Keep up the amazing writing everyone!   


